Clifton Antiquarian Club Young Archaeologists in Northumberland
April 8th – 11th 2015
The north east of England is largely undiscovered country for the Clifton Antiquarian Club and this
was a great opportunity for adults and children alike to explore new sites and monuments.
Our first stop was Steel Rigg which for those who checked into the Once Brewed YHA the night
before, was but a mere amble after a leisurely breakfast! This was our opportunity to meet up,
distribute booklets and notebooks and get a really good close up look at Hadrian’s Wall at one if the
most picturesque sections.

The team on Hadrian’s Wall

From Steel Rigg we jumped back into the cars for a short drive to Housesteads, the fantastic Roman
fort just a couple of miles along the wall to the east. Strolling up the hill we reconvened in the
Headquarters for a briefing. Seemingly, a certain Claudia Severa (Macey) held a birthday party the
night before at which there had been a bit of a scandal – a local Roman, Mr Corpus, was found dead
in the bath house - murdered. We used the entire site as a huge Cluedo board as each of our Young
Archaeologists investigated and by careful deduction eliminated the suspects one by one to reveal
the perpetrator of this heinous crime.
There were many guests with motives, Boudicca was there (she definitely didn’t like Romans), the
Iron Age rebel Caractacus, Queen Cartimandua, the Emperor Hadrian and even Tacitus was there (it
is assumed that his account of the great party is lost in the missing annals of the Agricola!).

Detectives busy solving a Roman murder mystery at Housesteads

In an ingenious twist, one that surely would have impressed Agatha Christie or featured in a Tale of
the Unexpected, the murderer turned out to be the birthday girl herself, Claudia, in the East Gate,
with a curse tablet. Well done to Hannah for winning the game and to all the children for the great
research they did on their characters ahead of the trip.
Housesteads was also the site of our first “discovery opportunity” a new feature of our trip where
we seek out new discoveries that were not “reccied” beforehand. George, Hannah, Jaimee and
Macey set out in search of Milecastle 37, which turned out to be a fabulous walk along the Wall.

Milecastle 37

The finest Roman loos in the UK!

And of course, everybody was encouraged to visit the Roman facilities, of both the stone and
portaloo varieties. Having spent some time in the museum and enjoying a short film, it was time for
lunch and we headed to Corbridge where we reconvened for sandwiches in the market square. Here
was our second discovery opportunity at St. Andrew’s Church. We were looking for Anglo Saxon
architecture and we duly found it in the (now blocked) doorway of the original entrance at the foot
of the tower, in some lovely long and short quoins.

There are some Anglo Saxon long and short quoins
behind them somewhere.

Wednesday was a truly Roman day and our second site was the Roman town of Corbridge or Coria
as it was known . Here we found another excellent site to compare with Housesteads. The loos were
not as impressive as Housesteads but the granaries certainly were. Much of the granary floor is
extant and we saw the only stone mullion in a vent in situ at any UK Roman site. This was a lovely
space to have a relax on the grass whilst the children ran around and explored. The museum was
also excellent, particularly interesting was the board game (not Cluedo though), and the hoard
recovered from one of the workshops.

Exploring the granaries and the mullion

And so we headed to our home for the rest of the week – Alnwick YHA, and supper in the very fine
Black Swan Inn.
Day two started with kippers. And then a drive up to Lindisfarne and a tour of the Priory. Built on the
site of the former Anglo Saxon monastery, there were just two glimpses of the Anglo Saxon origins –
both cross bases. This was mostly about Vikings and we enjoyed a good account of the Viking
invasions from none other than Julian Richards (OK, it was a video at the Lindisfarne Centre but none
the less, most impressive).
We also took the opportunity for a “literary moment” where Macey read a section from the Anglo
Saxon Chronicles to the group for the year 793 - the arrival of the Vikings.

The rainbow arch at Lindisfarne Priory

Vikings at Lindisfarne Priory

From there it was off the excellent Ship pub for lunch and a fine pint of local ale.
The afternoon began with the extraordinary and rather surreal Maelmin heritage trail at Milfield.
The site is that of an Anglo Saxon palace on which are reconstructions of Mesolithic, Neolithic and
Anglo Saxon monuments or buildings, all based on local archaeology. We started off in the henge
and timber circle.
Particularly interesting were the timbers, a number of which were, as we archaeologists would say,
recumbent. They had fallen over and upon inspection, clearly rotted at the bottom end. This was all
the more surprising given that there were set in concrete. The heritage trail opened just 15 years
ago and this got us thinking about the management of timber circles in prehistory. For example,
Stanton Drew was a veritable forest of nine concentric circles thought to be of wooden timbers.
Keeping them all standing must have been not unlike painting the Forth Bridge. Hmmm, interesting,
but not as interesting as seeing who was fastest around the henge!

The next site on the trail was a Mesolithic Hut, or rather a vague footprint, a ghost of where a hut
may once have stood – a good illustration of the transient and nomadic nature of our Mesolithic
ancestors or had it just fallen over? Next up was an Anglo Saxon house – much more tangible, you
could get inside. A short stroll through the woods then took us back to the cars and off to our next
and final site of the day – Old Bewick.
A fabulous drive into the Cheviots took us to a cluster of cottages a farm and a telephone box that
constitute Old Bewick. We donned walking boots and headed along the footpath that would take us
around the back and up onto the hill revealing an amazing 360˚ view of the landscape including the
River Breamish. Equally amazing was the Iron Age double enclosure sitting atop the hill. These are
both “D” shaped enclosures, using the natural topography of the very steep south side of the hill and
a complex series of entrances to the enclosures. We were comfortably back in the Iron Age; a key
topic for the weekend, although not for long.

Macey and George at the Iron Age earthworks

A little further along the ridge and we were back in the Neolithic and the wonderful world of rock
art, or as Henry MacLauchlan described it in 1858, sculptured stones. It is difficult to describe in
words the incredible ambiance, the huge views and the simple fantasticness of this place. Perhaps
the humming, as they did, by some of the children of that great Lego Movie anthem “Everything is
Awesome” will do the job. That tune certainly sticks in the mind, as will, although hopefully less
annoyingly, our memories of this walk.

Some rock art

Searching for more and as Aron Mazel
mentioned, it’s not just on the big rocks

We contemplated hills on the way down and it was unanimously agreed that Old Bewick is indeed
the perfect hill!

Old Bewick

…and a plan from 1858 in Alnwick Castle museum

And so we returned to Alnwick for a couple of local beers, supper and sleep.
On Friday we awoke to yet another sunny day and looked forward to a slightly more relaxed
itinerary; our first appointment was at Alnwick Castle, just a 10 minute stroll for the YHA.
Now, obviously at CAC our favourite castles are grassy ones on the top of a hill, maybe with a small
earthwork or ditch. Alnwick is not one of these. Alnwick is what most normal people would expect a
castle to be; ramparts, archways, an amazing barbican, inner and outer baileys, gates, turrets, a
dungeon, a gun terrace, a ticket office, gift shop, café and even a sneaky little bar. We are not used
to this at all!
Alnwick Castle is famous for many reasons, it has been continually occupied by the Percy family for
700 years and they still live there for six months of the year. It is a popular filming location, Harry
Potter and Downton Abbey being the most well-known. Strangely there was seemingly no reference
to the Star Trek (TNG) episode that was also filmed there in 1991.
Arriving at 10.00 on the dot, it was straight to the Knight’s Quest for the donning of medieval attire,
standing in the stocks to have (quite cuddly) rats thrown at you and to explore the Dragon’s cave.
Alnwick castle is a palisade of fun for everybody. We enjoyed broomstick flying lessons in the same
spot as Harry Potter himself, a stroll through the state rooms and lest we forget that we are
archaeologists, the excellent, excellent museum. This is home to a great collection of Neolithic and
Bronze Age artefacts, and we discovered the 1858 plans of Old Bewick by Henry MacLauchlan
previously mentioned.

Merry Maidens at Alnwick Castle

…and a not so merry maiden

This was a first – broomstick racing

Four hours flew by almost as quickly as our young broomstick pilot apprentices and it was soon time
to collect the cars and head for Bamburgh.
As you approach Bamburgh the imposing castle looms ahead of you dominating the town and the
beach. We parked up in the car park and headed for the entrance, which we hastily avoided and
instead set off for St. Aiden’s Beach. Where better to hold our annual CAC Olympics. The teams
were Vikings in green and versus the Anglo Saxons in blue. The first event - British Bulldog and a
great Anglo Saxon victory from George who evaded capture with both rugby tags intact. The next
event was the tug of war – three straight wins for team Anglo Saxon who are storming ahead.
Admittedly, they had an extra person in their team, but battles in those early medieval days were
rarely fair.

CAC Olympic Games

The relay races saw the Vikings make a bit of a comeback, but again the Anglo Saxons (in 21st century
young person parlance) “killed” the three legged race and barrow races. As indeed, did John and
Pete in the grown up three legged race.
Despite some storming long jumping from Alice and Jaimee, it was too little too late, this was the
Anglo Saxon’s day, the Vikings were going to have to return to their ships with their tails between
their legs.
We returned to the YHA a little damp due to some unscheduled aquatic events but in time for our
lecture, or rather discussion group, which we felt went rather well. It provided the children with an
opportunity to voice their thoughts on our weekend to date and discuss what we had learnt. There
was a lot of great input from our Young Archaeologists. The main purpose of this was to try and get
our time line sorted and we made some good progress. And of course if in doubt, go for 43AD.

George describing his character to the group – Caractacus,
rebel and general thorn in the side of the Romans – an Iron Age Luke Skywalker.

Saturday, our final day, and a welcome return to prehistory. We were very lucky that Dr Aron Mazel
from Newcastle University (and in person and not video this time) had agreed to meet us
Lordenshaws for a tour of the rock art and Iron Age hillfort. Aron provided a thought provoking and
engaging commentary on the three key panels of art and the fort itself.

Everyone examining their shoe laces

Or was it this they were looking at?

The Horseshoe Stone

We were lucky with the weather, we set off up the hill in a hail storm, only for the sun to appear just
as we reached the rock art, to give excellent illumination.

Maddy contemplating the Cheviots, and us contemplating
an Iron Age round house

Aron also pointed out a rather rare Bronze Age monument that we have not seen before – the triradial cairn. These are only found (to date) in Northumberland and have only been recognised as
monuments since the 1990’s.

A tri-radial cairn

Having just had a discussion about the circularity of rock art and nature in contrast to the linearity of
human artificial construct, the appearance of one of these tri-radial thingies was intriguing. A little
internet research on the way home rather inevitably suggested this was something to do with
Bronze Age astronomy. Historical and Archaeoastronomy are subjects that we are very keen on but
we tend to be a tiny bit sceptical about the general and rather ubiquitous assumptions that all
prehistoric monuments are ancient observatories. Nevertheless, this is certainly very interesting and
it would be great to do some research into these enigmatic monuments.
And we saw an adder.

Photo: Aron Mazel

We had one final visit on our way home – The Saxon Church at Escomb in County Durham. Through a
series of serendipitous circumstances, this little church has survived for some 1500 years virtually
unaltered. Who it is dedicated to is lost in the mists of time, it is known simply as the Saxon Church.
We were lucky to have Gill Baddow to give us guided tour. The church is thought to have been built
sometime between 670 and 690 AD of stone harvested from nearby Binchester Roman Fort.

The North Door

We had discussed at our lecture the way in which the Anglo Saxons preferred building with wood to
the stone of the Romans but here was a clear exception. Much of the Roman stone was dressed or
carved, some stones had Roman inscriptions and guttering that clearly came from paving stones. The
Chancel arch is Roman and beside it is a consecration cross, a second cross is to be found on the
exterior wall.

The Chancel arch and consecration cross

Particularly fascinating was the incorporation of some Roman steps into the church wall, and more
lovely long and short quoins. A further and equally fascinating, if rather subtle, feature is the lintel

on the North Door. The notch on the bottom at either end is characteristic of Anglos Saxon wooden
construction – this is a rare example of it being used in stone.

This church is stuffed full of tiny clues of its long history – spot the roman steps, the lintel joint and Hannah.

The sundial on the south wall is thought to be contemporary with the church itself and is probably
the earliest sundial in situ in the UK.

Possibly the oldest sun dial in the country?
We wondered what happened to the gnomon?

And of course, the church sit in a circular churchyard. Archaeology revealed some very rare Anglo
Saxon glass on display in the porch, a mini museum in itself.

This was a lovely site to conclude our trip, perfectly combining our Roman and Anglo Saxon themes
and giving us plenty of food for thought for the long journey south.
During our four days in Northumberland we covered a lot of ground, and a lot of years, from the
Neolithic right up to the Viking invasions. For little people, time is a difficult concept and time scales
such as these confusing. What was in an overarching way fascinating about all this was the way in
which the Anglo Saxon and Roman sites were intertwined as were the Neolithic/Bronze Age rock art
and the Iron Age hill forts.
We are confident that when these topics are covered at school our Young Archaeologists will have a
head start on their class mates. We will continue the Anglo Saxon theme on our summer trips,
although in the main, we will be heading back into prehistory and proper castles, perched on
windswept hills with just a hint of a ditch for shelter.
We have some people to thank:
English Heritage for free access to three sites through their educational visit scheme.
Aron Mazel for the superb tour of Lordenshaws
Gill Baddow for the fantastic tour of Escomb Church
Andrew and Janice at the Ship Inn – they held back opening time to accommodate our group
The Clifton Antiquarian Club, who paid for the children’s entry fees at the Lindisfarne Centre and
Alnwick Castle, and settled the Escomb Church tour contribution
Abby George – our new logo
Our Young Archaeologists for their enthusiasm and involvement in the trip: George and Hannah
Swann, Jaimee, Sophie and Sam Ellwood, Niamh George, Alice Murphy and our newest recruit,
Macey Manning.
The long suffering parents of our Young Archaeologists in putting up with all our hair brained
projects, navigational challenges and general chaos over the four days. It was also lovely to be
joined by Ellie, Pete and Maddy.
Plans are already afoot for the big trip for 2016. Watch this space!

